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TRANSPARENCY:

The days when shipping companies could operate behind
closed doors are rapidly coming to an end. Rising environmental and safety concerns have created an increasingly
regulated industry and have encouraged industry stakeholders
– from classification societies to ship managers, marine insurance providers to shipyards – to share more information.
For many industry players, sharing information may not come
naturally, but in the past five years, more and more shipping
companies are beginning to recognise that being transparent
is not only the right thing to do, it’s good business.

Through the looking glass
Transparency is about openness, communication, and accountability. It remains the industry’s most potent weapon
against sub-standard shipping and plays a vital role in helping
the industry work together to manage shared challenges and
lower costs. For marine insurers, who provide services which
represent between 10 and 15 per cent of a vessel’s annual
operating costs, transparency helps reduce uncertainty, gather
and analyse data and develop more effective risk management
tools.
Today, most shipping companies ensure compliance with regulatory and reporting requirements in addition to responding
to the traditional challenges of competition, globalisation
and shifting customer demand. CEFOR believes that sharing
information will help more clearly define common risks,
improve coverages, prevent losses and enable legislators with
accurate and reliable information to put in place regulations
which avoid the dangers of collectively punishing the industry
for the errors of individual shipowners.
Most industry stakeholders embrace the idea of transparency,
but many have concerns unique to their segment and all worry
about decreased competitiveness. In this year’s annual report,
we are pleased to present opinions expressed by a broad
range of industry stakeholders who view the issue from
different perspectives.
Whatever their differences, most agree that transparency
is here to stay. But the question remains: in what form? In
an industry characterised by rapid change, a growing world
fleet and a trend toward more vigorous maritime regulations,
“transparency” can no longer be dismissed as another corporate buzzword. It requires action and a willingness by all
stakeholders to think in a new way about our industry.
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BJØRNAR ANDRESEN
Chairman, CEFOR
Senior Vice President, GARD
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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS

Transparency
in the Nordic market
The Central Union of Marine Underwriters (CEFOR)
is greater than the sum of its individual parts. Each
member is a Nordic marine insurer – varying in size,
product range, service, geographic reach and financial
rating. However, they are united in a common approach
and understanding of the issues surrounding the
transfer of risks in the shipping industry. They share
a business model that is underpinned by an in-depth
knowledge of the industry they serve and a commitment
to providing in-house service to support it.

health of our industry. CEFOR took the initiative to create a
Master’s programme in marine insurance and risk management - designed by our industry for our industry. Launched in
the spring term 2007, a Master’s degree is now offered by the
Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law at the University of Oslo,
in cooperation with Copenhagen Business School, the University
of Gothenburg and the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology. This is one example demonstrating that the
co-operation between Nordic companies and countries
is now a reality.

2007 was another busy year for the organisation as
it worked towards broadening its membership and promoting the unique characteristics of the Nordic marine
insurance market. One of the most important results of
the co-operation between the Nordic marine insurance
community is the Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan (the
Plan) – the wording of which has been developed and is
maintained through co-operation between shipowners
and insurers. This year CEFOR produced a brochure for
the Plan to provide a brief introduction for those who
know of it but who are not familiar with its detail. As
well as providing the Plan’s background and an outline
of its coverages and conditions, the brochure spells
out the vital differences in the Nordic claims handling
model - a model which recognises the benefits to an
insurer’s clients of having the resources, both physical
and intellectual, to play a proactive role in the handling
of a casualty.

This broadening and widening of CEFOR to include the full range
of Nordic countries is an important step. These countries represent a significant share of the global marine insurance market,
providing a quite different offering from the London market and
giving buyers a genuine choice. As we go forward, we will be
looking to further develop this Nordic approach. For example,
our markets are well known for the provision of a wide range of
insurances for shipowners; but by acting together we hope that
our endeavours in cargo insurance will become more visible
in the future.

In today’s world, all businesses operate and compete
on a global basis. One of CEFOR’s key activities is to
ensure that the Nordic marine insurance industry can
compete on a level playing field. A good example was
CEFOR’s work with the Norwegian government to pass
the Norwegian Ships Safety Act in July 2007. This allows
Norwegian insurers to exchange information about the
technical conditions of vessels with other insurers and
classification societies to help combat sub-standard
shipping. Also important last year was the introduction
of new legislation in Norway concerning the payment of
commissions to insurance brokers. While our industry is
committed to supporting the government in its efforts
to achieve transparency, we believe that it is vital to our
industry’s long-term health that such a move should
not put us at a disadvantage as we compete in the
international marketplace. CEFOR has played an
important role in helping the governing bodies understand the market dynamics of the global insurance
industry.
The knowledge and education of both new and experienced people in the industry is critical to the long-term

CEFOR is well known for the statistics that it collects from and
analyses for the mutual benefit of its members. From these it is
clear that 2007 has been a year in which we have seen significant claims inflation and this is not just confined to the current
underwriting year. The vast majority of the major total losses
experienced in the industry during the spring of 2007 were
insured on 2006 policies. This means that there has been a
clear deterioration of the 2006 year as reported here.
This current development is neither unexpected, nor should it
be interpreted as a peak. The shipping industry is undergoing
a period of rapid change and development and accident costs
are soaring as a result even though the quality of shipping is
improving. This buoyant shipping market poses challenges for
everyone, but for the insurance industry it is particularly vital
that we understand the emerging trends and are involved in
projects that will help bring about solutions.
After 10 years of service, Tore Forsmo decided to leave CEFOR
and we would like to offer our thanks for all his hard work. We
are delighted to welcome Helle Hammer as the new Managing
Director. We believe that her experience and skills will enable
us to take the organisation forward as it continues developing
to meet the changing needs of both the insurance and shipping
industries.

Bjørnar Andresen
Chairman, CEFOR
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Managing Director, CEFOR
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Transparency of
information
Transparency is currently one of the most influential
trends affecting business and society. Changes in
behaviour, technology, virtual and geographical
barriers to information and cross-border cooperation
all suggest an increasingly transparent marketplace in
the future. No industry can act indifferent to this
global trend – marine insurance included.
In this Annual Report, transparency is defined as the
process by which industry stakeholders share accurate
and timely information with each other for the purpose of combating sub-standard shipping, improving
industry standards, building positive relations with the
public and providing stakeholders and legislators with
the knowledge to make better decisions.
Today, ship operators are responsible for ensuring
vessels under their control are in compliance with
current safety regulations. The responsibility for the
enforcement of maritime safety rules lies squarely
upon the flag states and the classification societies to
which they delegate. As part of the wider maritime
community, marine insurers support and play an
important role in the drive towards quality tonnage.
Transparency greatly affects the industry’s ability
to participate in this battle.
When the 2006 Assembly of the International Oil
Pollution Compensation Fund (1992) established a
Working Group to examine non-technical measures to
promote quality shipping for carriage of oil by sea, a
main focus area was transparency. The study concluded that the industry must “...identify factors that
prevent the sharing of information between marine
insurers and seek to develop a common policy or
other measures that would facilitate such sharing of
information”. For marine insurers, the main obstacle
impeding the free exchange of information related
to ship safety for the purpose of promoting quality
shipping lies within existing competition regimes,
particularly in the United States and the European
Union.

In view of the robust anti-competition legislation that exists
within the EU, the recent Norwegian legislation that came into
force 1 July 2007 through changes to the Ship Safety and
Security Act is of particular interest. With the acceptance
of the EU, insurance companies are now permitted to share
information which is directly relevant to the safety of the ships
they insure with other insurance companies, classification
societies, international insurance and maritime organisations
or Norwegian and foreign maritime authorities.
Public web sites such as Equasis, which provides easy access
to port state control inspections, are also welcome additions to
increased transparency. Though much has been done, there is
still more opportunity for improvement. For example, information from commercial organisations is often withheld for legal
reasons.
As legislative and regulatory standards have been tightened
and lead to improved ocean-going fleet quality, awareness is
also growing that the real issue is not so much sub-standard
ships as operators with sub-standard attitudes. To combat this
challenge, a closer relationship between the different
stakeholders is necessary.
The close-knit CEFOR market has long been recognised for
the depth of its maritime expertise and willingness to work
in cooperation with shipowners, legislators, class societies,
and related maritime organisations. Supported by CEFOR’s
unique claims handling model and long tradition of consensus
building, we will continue to embrace and encourage increased
transparency in the future.
		
			

			
Helle Hammer			
Managing Director, CEFOR
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The Nordic approach

Summary
Gross premium income for direct marine insurance
in the CEFOR market in 2007 totalled USD 1,748.4
million, compared to USD 1,530.1 million in 2006.

Ocean Hull
Premium income in the CEFOR ocean hull market for
2007 amounted to USD 819.5 million excluding war
risk. The 2006 figures were USD 766.7 million.
2007 saw a dramatic increase in claim cost per casualty, confirming an alarming trend already noted and
taken into consideration by CEFOR members through
different measures. One of the main concerns for the
marine insurance industry remains the lack of skilled
seafarers as more sophisticated ships are added to the
world fleet and the cost of accidents due to human
error is on the rise.

P&I
The CEFOR P&I Clubs Gard, Skuld and Swedish Club booked
USD 626.8 million for the 2007/2008 policy year. P&I premium income for the CEFOR coastal and fishing vessel market
amounted to USD 3.7 million.
For the year ending 20 February 2007, all three clubs produced technical underwriting results considerably better than
market average. These results coincide with a strong market
development both for the Scandinavian clubs in total and the
three clubs individually.

The international shipping industry expanded its fleet
in 2007 by approximately eight per cent following a
corresponding growth in demand. The growth is expected to continue over the next three to four years,
adding a substantial number of new vessels to existing
fleets. Newbuildings entering the worldwide trade are
often more sophisticated and of higher value than
before. In 2007, newbuilding prices rose by an
estimated average of 25 per cent.

Development of large claims is the hot topic in the P&I industry. The International Group of P&I Clubs is faced with a
considerable increase in costs of the Pool, covering claims in
excess of USD 7 million. The severity of large claims is record
high. In this challenging market with increased claims costs,
general pressure on the technical underwriting results and a
large technical deficit in the market in total, the Scandinavian
clubs are standing out with a performance well above the
market’s average.

The CEFOR ocean hull market confirmed in 2007 its
position as a leading quality marine insurance market,
with its capacity, know-how, well-known insurance
conditions and claims leader system. The market’s
full-service concept has been anchored for many years
and has enabled clients to rely on the CEFOR market
on all levels.

War risks

In response to the strong growth in the world’s
tonnage, underwriting capacity is increasing in the
Nordic market. The CEFOR portfolio reached a record
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level in 2007. The CEFOR ocean hull market represents 25 per
cent of the world fleet in terms of numbers of vessels and 48
per cent in terms of gross tonnage. While adding its share of
a growing insurance need from the Nordic shipping industry,
the CEFOR market has a majority of its premium income from
non-Nordic clients.

The Norwegian Shipowners’ Mutual War Risks Insurance
Association (DNK) booked USD 41.7 million in gross premium
income in 2007.
War and terrorism events affecting shipping are relatively
infrequent, but such events have the potential to result in
great losses. The risk of war and terrorist attacks varies over
time and between regions. In the last few years, it is commonly recognised that the terror threat against shipping has
increased. There have been several attacks against shipping

THE CEFOR INSURANCE MARKET 2007

“Gross premium income for direct marine
insurance in the CEFOR market in 2007
totalled USD 1,748.4 million, compared
to USD 1,530.1 million in 2006.”

during 2007. Pirate attacks against ships worldwide
rose 10 per cent in 2007 to 263 cases, with Nigeria
and Somalia rivalling Indonesia as the most dangerous
waters in the world. Nigeria and Somalia accounted for
42 and 31 of the pirate attacks in 2007, respectively.
DNK maintains a country risk evaluation and assessment model available to members through online
access.
DNK insures Norwegian vessels, drilling rigs and
similar movable units against risks of war. DNK’s war
cover includes total loss, damage, collision liability,
hull interest/freight interest, loss of hire, owner’s
liability (P&I) and occupational injuries, etc. DNK’s
wide scope of cover is combined with competitive
pricing and a practical approach developed in response
to members’ war risk insurance requirements. DNK
maintains a limited cover of USD 150 million, developed over the past several years, for perils otherwise
excluded by the Radioactive Contamination,

Chemical, Biological, Bio-chemical and Electromagnetic
Weapons Exclusion Clause (the RACE Clause).

Coastal and Fishing Vessels
In 2007, gross premium income amounted to USD 188.3
million (NOK 1,103 million) compared to USD 120.3 million
(NOK 772.5 million) in 2006. It should be noted that the 2007
figures include the Nordic hull account of If in addition to
those of Codan and TrygVesta.
Hull and hull-related covers amounted to USD 184.6 million
(NOK 1,081.5 million). P&I amounted to USD 3.7 million
(NOK 21.5 million). Premiums for coastal and fishing vessels
are mostly paid in Nordic currencies.
Market conditions have changed little since 2006. Strong
competition in the coastal and fishing vessel market continues
to hold premiums down in most segments, leaving margins
insufficient to cope with large losses. This is especially evident
in the supply and offshore vessel segment where insurance
values are increasing steadily. Several insurers that previously
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kept to the ocean hull market are now targeting the coastal
and offshore vessel market.

Cargo
The premium income for the Norwegian cargo insurance
market totalled USD 72.1 million (NOK 422.3 million) in
2007. Premium income in 2006 amounted to USD 58.1
million (NOK 373.1 million). Premiums for cargo insurance
are mostly paid in Norwegian Kroner.
Vigorous competition in most market segments continued
throughout 2007, both among CEFOR members and in
international markets. Premium income increased due
to the high activity in Norwegian trade and industry in
all sectors.
There were no large singular losses in 2007. However,
Norwegian cargo insurers have noticed an increased
number of containers falling off ships en route from Norway
to the continent. Losses due to organised crime in Eastern
Europe are increasing after showing moderate numbers for
some years. There have also been a significant number of
thefts of airbags from new cars shipped to Norway.
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Market shares, all sectors

Gross premium income, direct insurance 2007: USD 1,784.4 million
USD 1= EUR 0.7311

EUR mill.

USD mill.

%

762.8

1043.3

59.7 %

462.8

633.0

36.2 %

52.7
1278.2

72.1
1748.4

100.0 %

Gard

204.6

279.8

34.1 %

Norwegian Hull Club

122.6

167.7

20.5 %

Hull

P&I

Cargo

Total

4.1 %

Ocean Hull*

Bluewater

56.3

77.0

9.4 %

Swedish Club

50.0

68.4

8.3 %

Codan (Nordic)

49.9

68.2

8.3 %

Gerling

46.4

63.5

7.7 %

NEMI

36.5

49.9

6.1 %

TrygVesta (Nordic)

32.4

44.4

5.4 %

0.5
599.2

0.6
819.5

100.0 %

28.7

39.2

Gjensidige**

36.9

50.5

27.4 %

If (Nordic)

28.8

39.4

21.4 %

Codan (Nordic)

24.2

33.1

17.9 %

Norwegian Hull Club

16.4

22.5

12.2 %

TrygVesta (Nordic)

Gjensidige
Total
DNK (war risks)

* hull, hull interest,
freight interest,
loss of hire,
builders’risks and
mobile offshore
units

0.1 %

Coastal and fishing*

10.9

14.9

8.1 %

NEMI**

7.0

9.6

5.2 %

Møretrygd

5.2

7.1

3.9 %

Tromstrygd

3.7

5.1

2.8 %

1.7
134.9

2.3
184.6

100.0 %

Gard

285.2

390.1

61.9 %

Skuld

129.3

176.9

28.1 %

43.7

59.8

9.5 %

2.7
460.9

3.7
630.5

100.0 %

1.8

2.5

52.7

72.1

Gard
Total hull

1.2 %

* hull. hull interest,
freight interest,
loss of hire,
builders’ risks
and fishing
(catch & gear)
** includes
coastal marine
clubs

P&I

Swedish Club
P&I coastal & fishing
Total
DNK (war risks)
Cargo (all insurers)

0.6 %
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dag terje andersen
Norwegian Minister of Trade and Industry

A strategy for environmentally
friendly growth in the
maritime industry
12

Norwegian Minister of Trade and Industry
”Ship Safety and Security Act, Section 71
Professional secrecy of marine insurers
Notwithstanding the duty of secrecy ensuing from the Act of 10 June 2005 No. 44 relating to insurance companies, pension
companies and their activities etc. (section 1-6), insurance companies are permitted to share information which is directly
relevant to the safety of the ships they insure with other insurance companies, classification societies, international insurance
and maritime organisations or Norwegian and foreign maritime authorities. The first sentence shall apply correspondingly to
ships that have been insured by that company during the last three years prior to the date upon which information is requested, or upon the date the insurance company hands over the information without being requested.
The insurance company is obliged to send the policyholder a copy of the information disclosed pursuant to the first paragraph.
If the information has been given orally, it shall be sufficient to notify the policyholder that such information has been given
and to whom the information was given.”
The Norwegian government has singled out the maritime
industry as one of five priority areas. These are areas where
we believe we have comparative advantages. We have
recently presented our strategy for further development
and growth of the Norwegian maritime sector.
The Norwegian maritime sector includes shipping, shipyards,
ship’s gear producers and service providers where insurance
companies are key players. The high level of skills and expertise that has been developed in Norwegian maritime industries provides us with every possibility of enjoying continued
and increasing success in the future.
Our vision is that Norway will continue to be a world-leading
maritime nation. Our maritime industry is expected to
provide the most innovative and environmentally friendly
solutions for the future.
Our maritime strategy highlights five main challenges facing
the maritime sector:
Globalisation and framework conditions, environmentally
friendly maritime industries, maritime expertise, short sea
shipping and maritime research and innovation.
Our aim is to contribute to the global regulation of the maritime industries in order to prevent tax competition, promote
environmentally friendly solutions while simultaneously
promoting secure terms of employment for employees. Our
ambition is that the Norwegian maritime industry shall be the
world’s most environmentally-friendly and lead the way in the
development of new solutions. I will follow up the strategy in
co-operation with the various participants.

A new tax regime
The Norwegian government has introduced a new shipping
taxation scheme based on the European model. The new
shipping taxation will increase profitability of operating shipping activities in Norway and will be similar to the tax regime
available to the shipping industry in the European Union. As
part of the arrangement for settlement of tax liabilities in the
former shipping taxation system, shipping companies can
choose to use a third of these tax liabilities for environmental
purposes.

Increased transparency to improve
safety at sea

shipping and sub-standard operators and the impact
sub-standard shipping may have on the safety of the seafarer,
the passengers and the environment. In our struggle to combat
sub-standard shipping, the insurance industry can play an
important role, alongside the government, in making it difficult
for sub-standard shipping and sub-standard operators to carry on
their business. One key element is sharing information regarding
the ship safety with other parties.
In 2004, the Maritime Transport Committee of the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) published a
marine insurance study Policy Overview and Future Action.
The study addresses issues related to the marine insurance
industry, and possible impacts on sub-standard shipping. Under
the topic ”Barriers to the flow of information”, the report stated
that the main barriers to transparency are legal. This issue has
also been discussed in the fourth intersessional Working Group
of the IOPC Funds.
It is important to create a system that is transparent. Through
the debates in the IOPC Funds and information provided by the
P&I clubs in the International Group and the Central Union of
Marine Underwriters (CEFOR), it was brought to our attention
that our national law limited the sharing of information on
sub-standard ships and operators.
In 2005, CEFOR and the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association
opened a dialogue with my ministry to ensure that a legal basis
was founded to increase transparency. The Norwegian Government submitted a proposal of a new act regarding ship safety
to the Norwegian Parliament in 2006. The proposal was adopted
by the Parliament on 1 February 2007 and entered into force on
1 July 2007. The Act includes a legal basis for sharing information held by the marine insurance industry, directly connected to
the safety of a ship. This information may be shared with other
insurance companies, the P&I clubs in the International Group,
international maritime organisations, international survey
corporations and national or international maritime authorities.
In our opinion, the new legal basis for information sharing enables the Norwegian marine insurance industry to play a more
active part in improving safety at sea, and it is a result of good
co-operation between the industry and the government.
Thank you for letting me address you through your Annual
Report. We look forward to continued cooperation to achieve
our common goal to improve the quality of shipping.

The Norwegian Government is concerned about sub-standard
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Challenging the Imbalance

2007 saw a dramatic increase in claim cost per casualty, confirming an alarming trend already noted and
taken into consideration by CEFOR members through
different measures. One of the main concerns for the
marine insurance industry remains the scarcity of
skilled seafarers to operate a growing world fleet
of increasingly sophisticated vessels. The cost of
accidents due to human error is on the rise.

The shipping market
The international shipping industry expanded its fleet
in 2007 by approximately eight per cent, following
a corresponding growth in demand. The growth is
expected to continue over the next three to four years,
adding a substantial number of new vessels
to existing fleets.
Newbuildings entering the worldwide trade are often
more sophisticated and of higher value than before. In
2007, newbuilding prices rose by an estimated average of 25 per cent.
Following a strong growth in demand, most segments
of the shipping market made good money in 2007 with
good rates throughout. This is in particular true for the
dry bulk market, which experienced its strongest year
to date. For the shipowners and operators it has been
important not to lose out by getting a ship off-hire.
Money has been spent and more people have been
put onboard to secure trade in the good market. By
taking into consideration what happens in times with
less attractive earnings, underwriters have to make
sure that the premium level and insurance conditions
corresponds to the risk they are taking.

The insurance market
Premium income in the CEFOR ocean hull market for
2007 amounted to USD 819.5 million, excluding war
risk, compared to USD 766.7 million in 2006.
The CEFOR ocean hull market confirmed in 2007 its
position as a leading quality marine insurance market
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with its capacity, know-how, well-known insurance conditions and claims leader system. The market’s full-service
concept has been anchored for many years and has enabled clients to rely on the CEFOR market on all levels.
The CEFOR market is a Nordic marine insurance market
with strong players in Denmark, Sweden, Finland and
Norway. The market represents a good combination of
skilled underwriters, recognised claims leaders and a
stable following market.
In response to the strong growth in the world’s tonnage,
underwriting capacity is increasing in the Nordic market.
The CEFOR portfolio reached a record level in 2007. The
CEFOR ocean hull market represents 25 per cent of the
world fleet in terms of numbers of vessels and 48 per cent
in terms of gross tonnage. While adding its share of a
growing insurance need from the Nordic shipping industry,
the CEFOR market has a majority of its premium income
from non-Nordic clients.
The constant increase in the values of the individual
insured units also confirmed the need for a high underwriting capacity. For some years, underwriters took relatively
larger lines on the fleet insured. But in the last one to two
years, the market reduced its shares on the same fleet.
This gave the CEFOR market the possibility of retaining the
claims leading position whilst other markets got the business at a somewhat more competitive premium level.
Dramatic claims hike
Since 2000, claims per vessel have increased by
approximately 100 per cent. This dramatic increase is due
to a number of factors challenging marine underwriters:
Shipyards worldwide are still operating at full capacity. The
availability of repair facilities further deteriorated as quite
a few repair yards converted into newbuilding yards aiming
to get their share of profit from the boom in newbuildings
on order. Thus the waiting time for repairs increased drastically. Together with the still very high steel prices, these
developments resulted in increased cost of repairs for Hull

OCEAN HULL

& Machinery as well as for Loss of Hire claims. A great
challenge for the market will be to adjust insurance
conditions and premium levels to comply with this
situation.
The increase in average claims cost per vessel was
particularly strong for collisions and groundings, which
represent by far the most significant share of the
total. Faster and larger ships offered some explanation to this trend, but human error comprised the
most significant single cause. As more technologically
advanced ships are added to the existing world fleet,
the shortage of skilled seafarers both in number and in
technical training has become the greatest challenge
to the industry. For underwriters, it is a challenge of
utmost importance to focus on the human element in
the years to come.
There were some big losses in the market in 2007, but
the frequency of losses stayed on the same level as
for 2006.

Softening trend
2006 was characterised by pressure on premium.
In 2007 the price level went into a slightly softening

trend all factors considered.
Though straightforward reductions are rarely offered,
hidden reductions such as continuity credit clauses,
performance bonus clauses, etc. became more common
throughout the year. As a consequence, we saw an increasing trend of owners replacing the “following shares” with
new underwriters at more competitive prices. Thus the
“renewal index” shown by underwriters is probably somewhat misleading as new business is given index zero – and
not reflecting the savings obtained by owners. Additionally,
there is an increasing interest from owners to enter into
long-term agreements.

Challenging the imbalance
During 2007, hull underwriters globally became increasingly aware of the growing imbalance between premium
income and claims, which normally should result in a
hardening market going forward. Influx of fresh capital and
a relatively soft reinsurance market, also for the marine
segment, however, tend to fend off rising premium rates.
At the end of 2007, members of CEFOR faced the challenge
of bringing more balance in their hull books, individually
responding through tougher selection and increased differentiation entering 2008.
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Operating in a true global market, CEFOR members
will continue to aim at distinguishing themselves in
risk assessment and operational understanding of the
marine segment, which in the long run should also
ensure improved profitability. A still expanding global
shipping industry, improved loss prevention measures
and close claims control should, together with a necessary increase in premium levels, ensure a healthy
future to our industry and clients.

Revaluation of ships
The strong shipping market – particularly in the dry
segment in 2007 – resulted in a revaluation of the
world’s bulk carrier fleet, i.e. higher sums insured and
more exposure per keel for Hull & Machinery insurers.
In the immediate past years, the same has been the
case for tankers and container ships, but the adjustments have to a large extent been limited to modern
vessels being revalued to reflect the increasing cost
of newbuildings.
For bulkers, the higher sums insured are more a
reflection of the strong earnings of the dry bulk
market and high replacement values than an
increase in the actual steel value of the vessel.
The recalculation of premium that follows a revaluation has emerged as another challenge for insurers.
Traditionally, a method of applying the total loss rate
has been widely used. However, as the claims cost for
particular average and attritional claims is increasing
along with the trend towards higher exposures,
a recalculation method must be applied that also
brings this part of the exposure increase into account.
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Promoting quality
Promoting quality shipping is at the core of CEFOR’s activities. To refrain from insuring sub-standard vessels, it is
important to get all facts on the table and be able to share
this information within the community. As stated in previous CEFOR annual reports, calls for increased transparency
have come from within the marine insurance industry. In
2007, this resulted in a new Norwegian law permitting
marine insurers to exchange information directly relevant
to the safety of ships with other public and private stakeholders.
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Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS)

Sharp increase in claims cost

New and higher level for the average
2000
2001
Partial claim per vessel
as reported
per 31/12/2007
39increase
746
39 818
Since
2003 there
has been a significant
in avercost of claims

Ultimate partial claimage
per claims
vessel incl.
IBNR
746
39 818
cost,
and we will examine a39number
of the
In order to get a complete picture of the claims environmain themes that have emerged. As the increase
ment in the marine market today, it is important to look
continues strongly in 2007, the following two graphs focus
at the entire claims cost, at the combination of both the
on the development by the year, in which the loss infrequency and the severity of the incidents, as well as the
curred,
rather
more traditional
underwriting year
market price for repairs/spares/steel, adjusted for
Partial claim
perthan
vesselthe
as reported
per 31/12/2007
1
Ultimate partial
perspective
. claim per vessel incl. IBNR
currency fluctuations.
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
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Increased severity
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The average cost of a claim occurring in 2007 was
9
USD 386 000. This is 86 per cent higher than the average for
10 the
the period 1995-2003 (USD 210 000). From 1995-2003
claims cost per year was rather stable while we since 11
have
seen a significant upward trend.
12

13

When dividing all claims by all vessels insured, we see
that for 2007 the average vessel is expected to reach
USD 105 000 in claims cost (incl. IBNR). In the period
1995-2003 the similar figure was USD 58 000. Costs have
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Stable frequency
All last
claims
The frequency of claims has been stable over the
three
Claims > 10 000
years. For the 2006 policy year, the reported frequency
Claims > 500 000
Claims
> 2 MUSD
is 25 per cent. The steady reduction in frequency
experienced from the mid 1990’s has ceased. We do see signs of
increased frequency for navigational claims, but it is too
early to state that there is a trend here.

the cost of repairs, spare parts etc. If the cost of fire and
explosions were to return to the 1995-2005 average the
total claims cost in 2007 would increase another 7 per cent.

What types of vessels are affected?

were made up of claims over USD 2 million, while they
accounted for 3 per cent of the number of claims made.
For the seven years prior (1995 – 2002) the same figures
were 51 per cent and 2 per cent respectively. Major claims
are taking a larger part of the total premium. This implies
that the majority of clients have a good claims record if
they have not experienced a major casualty.

It can be said that the rising claims cost have affected all
segments of the market, and there are no vessel types,
size groups or age groups showing a decline in average
claims costs. However, there are some areas that have been
harder hit than others. For example, there has been a dramatic increase in the cost of claims in the offshore/supply
segment, where the cost per claim has increased from an
average USD 70 000 to USD 290 000. Gas carriers too have
been hit more seriously than the average with the cost per
claim incurred increasing from USD 170 000 to
USD 560 000.

Do all types of claims cost more?
All types of claims, except for fire and explosions, have
shown an increase with regard to cost per claim incurred.
The costs across all size of claims - from small to large have all become more expensive, indicating that it is not
the types of incidents or claims that are changing but rather
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Most fleets have good records
From 2003 to 2006, 58 per cent of the total claims paid

Large claims on the rise with “grounding”
as the most frequent cause
There is a significant increase in both the number and cost
of claims that exceed USD 10 million. Fire and explosions is still the claims cause with the highest severity
per claim, but groundings are by far showing the largest
increase. Between 1995 and 2002 there were on average
1.5 groundings per year costing more than USD 10 million.
Between 2003 and 2006 this number had risen to 4.5 and
in 2007 there were five in this category.
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Collisions, although less frequent, have shown
a similar
Grounding
Collision
development. During the period 1995 to 2002
there
Engine
was one accident every second year costingContact
more than
USD 10 million. Between 2003 and 2006 there was one
per year and in 2007 a total of five collisions cost over
USD 10 million each.
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While claims in excess of USD 10 million for contact
damages or engine claims have previously been almost
non-existent, we now see an occasional claim in these
areas.
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Increased values and increased claims
per sum insured
Some vessel types show a significantly higher loss ratio
due to factors like value increases on existing tonnage.
There has also been a significant number of new tonnage
entering the market. For example, the period after 2002
has shown a grim development for the bulker segment.
The average cost of a bulk vessel claim was USD 460
000 in 2006 compared to average USD 208 000 during
1995-2002. Since 2002, the average value of a bulk vessel increased by 70 per cent, the claims cost increased by
50 per cent while premium per vessel increased by only
8 per cent. There has not been a change in the average
size of a bulk vessel during the same period. Other vessel
types with significant changes in ship values show similar
developments, and it seems clear that increases in market
values have not been compensated by sufficient premium
increases.
Premium rate per sum insured was lower in 2006 than
in 2005 or 2004, years in which claims costs have been
rocketing. As illustrated in the graph “Partial claim per
Sum Insured as reported per 4th quarter & Average Sum
Insured, by underwriting year”, partial claims have actually
increased as a percentage of sum insured. All other
conditions being equal, one would expect a decrease in
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partial claims per sum insured when the sum insured is
increased as many of these claims are not affected
by the overall value of the vessel. This is the rationale for
the traditional approach of only adjusting the total loss
element of the premium when vessel values are adjusted.
As the graph shows, this approach has been highly
inappropriate during the last few years of booming vessel
values. If insurers adapted to the actual claim development, premium rates (i.e. premium per sum insured)
should rather have been increased than decreased in
these years of increased values.

No signs of relief for 2008
As shown above, the high claims cost in 2006 and 2007 is
not a result of random fluctuation in claim severity or frequency, but rather a result of a strong increase in several
factors affecting the cost of a claim. To some extent underwriters might actually have been lucky as claims related to
fire and explosion have been few and the assumed effect of
crew shortage, congested waters and lack of maintenance
in times of booming shipping markets is so far not apparent in the claims frequency. As no immediate improvement
is foreseen in any of these aspects, a further deterioration
in claims cost is more likely than an improvement in 2008.
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Update of distribution of claims by
type of casualty
In terms of frequency, the 2006 underwriting year shows
the same stable distribution between claim types. With
37 per cent of the overall number, engine-related claims
are still the single most frequent claim type. Nauticalrelated claims (grounding, collision, striking, ice) account
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for another 43 per cent of the number of claims. In terms
of claim cost, the split between types is more volatile. In
general, fire, explosions and groundings represent few but
costly claims. On the other hand, engine-related claims
include many minor claims. In 2006, there is a further
decrease in the cost of fire/explosions, while the increase
in the cost of grounding claims continues.
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Hull Net Loss Ratio,
as reported per
31/12/07
(2007 incl. IBNR)
by underwriting year
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Loss ratio in a long-term perspective
The graph labelled “Loss ratio in a long-term perspective”
illustrates the long-term loss ratio development of the H&M
portfolio in the period 1995 to 2007. Due to the development in claims costs, the loss ratio for 2006 is up from
2005. The estimate for 2007 is preliminary, based on costs
reported per 31/12/2007 plus estimated IBNR. The figures
represent 100 per cent of the vessels at risk and give thus
a representative illustration of the development of the
global hull insurance market.
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Since 1985, leading members of CEFOR have compiled
and analysed statistical information relevant to their hull
0& machinery insurance portfolio. By the end of 2007, the
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) database
comprised 122 152 vessel years (vessels with IMO-number)
and 36 766 claims. These figures encompass the underwriting years 1985 through 2007.

Portfolio characteristics
The CEFOR members underwrite a wide range of tonnage.
In addition to the conventional segments, the portfolio
contains specialised tonnage, such as carcarriers and
energy-related units. In terms of number of vessels, the
portfolio reached another new record with about 11 500
vessels on underwriting years 2006 and 2007. Excluding
vessels below 300 GT and vessels in the “other“ group,
this leaves 11 174 vessels, 354 mGT and 510 mDWT.
This represents 25 per cent of the world fleet in terms
of numbers of vessels, 48 per cent in terms of GT and
47 per cent in terms of DWT2.
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150
100

2
World Merchant Fleet above 300 GT by January 2008: 44,657 vessels with
736.5 GT and 1,081.5 DWT. Source: ISL Bremen. The NoMIS portfolio does
contain some US and Canadian Lakers, not included in the world fleet. On the
other hand, the world figures include some of the specialised tonnage excluded
in the above comparison.
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NoMIS
Number of vessels
per type of vessel 2007
3,7

NoMIS and the CEFOR Statistics Forum
Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) as shown in this
report comprise data from:

3,9
21,7

4,3
6,0
3,6

3,7

4,3

3,9

CEFOR members

Joined NoMIS in:

Data reported for
Underwriting years:

Bluewater

2004

2002 - 2007

Codan

2005

2001 - 2007

Gard

Co-founder of NoMIS

1985 - 2007

21,7

6,0
13,9

12,6

3,6

13,9

12,6
8,3
0,4

Container
Cargo
Bulk
OBO
Tank
Chem/Prod
LNG/LPG
Supplu/Off
Car/RoRo
Passenger
Other

(as Storebrand, Vesta)
Gjensidige

Co-founder of NoMIS

1985 - 2001 (run-off)

Nemi

2004

2002 - 2007

Norwegian Hull Club

2003

Swedish Club

2006

Zurich Protector

Co-founder4,3
of NoMIS

Data
The statistics shown only include vessels with valid
IMO numbers to increase
the reliability of the results,
21,4
exclude the risk of counting some vessels twice and
improve the quality of vessel specifications (age,
tonnage etc).

0,4

All claim and premium information is based on 100
per cent shares. This approach gives representative
statistical key figures for hull business but can be misleading regarding technical results of the contributing
companies. Normally, not all companies do participate
in one specific vessel, and the written share on each
vessel can have a large impact on the results. Thus,
the result of one contributing company can deviate
substantially from the average for 100 per cent values
shown in this report.
The figures are reported on an underwriting year (“risk
attaching”) basis if not mentioned otherwise, which
implies that premium and claims are reported on the
year the policy was written. Premiums are reported
net of commissions to brokers.

3,9 1995 - 2007
1985 - spring21,7
2002 (run-off)

6,0

21,4

8,3

1995 - 2007

3,7

3,6

Traditionally, the database only contained vessels written from
12,6
Norway. In recent
years, the number of vessels written from13,9
other Nordic countries increased steadily.

Further statistics:
In addition to the statistics
presented in this report, CEFOR
8,3
publishes an annual statistics report (“The 2007 CEFOR NoMIS
Report”) at www.cefor.no.0,4
This report shows breakdowns of
21,4
many of the above statistics by vessel type and age group.

CEFOR Statistics Forum 2007
R eidun H aahjem, Gard, Chairperson Statistics Forum
C hristian I rgens, Norwegian Hull Club
M ats Lindau, Swedish Club
E rik Lund, Bluewater
Frode Lund, Codan
Jan -I nge Walen , NEMI
Astrid S eltmann , CEFOR Analyst

In addition, this report shows a number of graphs from
the date of loss perspective, i.e. the calendar year in
which the loss incurred.
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Transparency
- a revolution in shipping
When the Equasis online database displaying safety-related information on the world’s
merchant fleet launched in 2000, management felt that the project would be a success if
they reached 6,000–7,000 unique users per month. They reached this goal before their first
year of operation was history. Eight years later, the database has over 22,000 unique monthly users. The message is clear: transparency in the shipping industry is full speed ahead.
The database came about after a
unanimous call by the participants
at the Quality Shipping Conference
in Lisbon in June 1998 for more accessible information relating to the
quality of ships and their operators. The European Commission
and the French Maritime Administration then decided to cooperate
on developing a system collecting
existing safety-related information on ships from both
public and private sources and make it available online.
The database went live as of March 2000.
Though shipping entities talked a good game about the
sharing of information, real transparency took some getting used to. “It’s fair to say that the shipping industry
was initially wary of the Equasis project,” says Jacques
Benard. The director of Equasis since May 2006, Benard
was also directly involved in the building of the database
from 1998 to 2000. “There hasn’t been a tradition in the
industry of being open with such information.”
Scepticism changed to trust, however, as the parties
became more familiar with how the database worked.
“They note that we display only factual information,
without any subjective rankings. The industry is now
very positive about sharing data with us,” says Benard.
Equasis currently has nearly 40 various data providers, consisting of port state control regimes, classification societies, P&I clubs and maritime organisations.
Shipowners and ship managers now readily offer data
on their ships as well, though this is handled differently
than information coming from the data providers. In
the case of owners and managers, the information they
provide is not directly entered into the Equasis system.
Instead, it is passed back to the relevant data provider
where a verification process is carried out, with crosschecking procedures, in order to ensure accuracy. Only
then does the information appear live on the database.
This extra level of precision, along with design improvements for the user, came about when Equasis version
2.0 was launched in January 2007. The upgrades have
helped attract a greater number of decision makers,

including charterers, insurers and ship managers. “When we see
shipowners and ship managers so actively involved in the
project, it’s clear that we’re reaching our goal of increasing
transparency in the industry,” says the Equasis director.
At the beginning of 2008, Equasis added their latest system
enhancement – more comprehensive information with regards
to port state inspections of ships. “Our success gives us a great
responsibility to continually improve the system and satisfy our
increasing number of users,” says Benard.
On a monthly basis, Equasis’ 22,000 unique users carry out a
total of one million page views on the website. Though the majority of the users are from Europe – with almost half from EU
countries – the database is readily employed in all parts of the
world. Fifteen per cent of Equasis users stem from the AsiaPacific region, underlining the rapid growth in the shipping
industry in these parts at present. Benard says that Equasis is
currently focused on increasing the number of users in North
America (5 per cent of Equasis users at present), Central and
South America (5 per cent) and Africa and the Middle East
(6 per cent). As for breakdown by shipping branch, charterers (13 per cent of users) make up the largest single group,
followed by insurers (7 per cent), consultants (6 per cent),
maritime agents (5 per cent) and brokers (5 per cent).
Benard feels that transparency – what he defines as the display
of all data and factors that are needed to make an informed
decision – is more important in the shipping industry than in any
other branch. “Shipping can have a direct effect on the marine
environment – in which we all have an interest – and the social
rights of ship crews are also directly affected by access to information. It’s important that ship safety and certification data is
applied equally across all of the world’s fleet,” he says.
In fact, Benard see transparency as the basis for all other quality shipping initiatives. “Transparency provides owners, charterers and insurers with quality information to base their decisions
on. If you don’t have the information, you can’t make the judgements based on fact.
“Transparency in the shipping industry was a revolution. And
it is safe to say we’ve noticed a change for the better in this
regard since the Equasis system came about,” he says.
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Changing P&I
claims pattern and strong
Scandinavian development
Development of large claims is the hot topic in the P&I

Why has the frequency increased?

industry. The International Group of P&I Clubs is faced

A number of factors come into play:

with a considerable increase in costs of the Pool, cov-

The probability of severe casualties has increased. Firstly,

ering claims in excess of USD 7 million. The severity of

there are many more larger and faster ships trading, which

large claims is record high. In this challenging market,

put pressure on busy waterways and ports. This has caused

the Scandinavian clubs are developing with increased

an increase in the frequency of collisions, groundings and

market shares and technical underwriting results well

contact damage. Buoyant market conditions have increased

below the market average.

operational pressure. Fleet expansions have outgrown the
availability of sufficiently skilled and experienced crew.

Pool claims

Some navigation accidents beg the question whether there

The total Pool claim costs in any given year are

is over reliance on shipboard technology at the expense of

affected mainly by three factors:

traditional good seamanship.

1. Pool claim frequency: the number of claims that
exceeds the club retention for the year.
2. Pool claim severity: the gross incurred value of
each of those claims, whether estimated or paid.
3. Pool risk appetite: the proportion of the total

The probability that any given casualty may give rise to
claims exceeding club retention has increased substantially.
This is a result of ships having become bigger, heavier,
more valuable, moving with higher speed and with more
cargo on one keel. The complexity and costs of getting

gross claims incurred which is retained by the

back on course (in the widest sense of the term) following

Pool, as opposed to retained by each club or

a casualty is higher than in the past.

ceded to market reinsurers. This has varied
considerably over the years.

The possibility to limit liability for claims to levels below
club retention is much reduced. Several liability regimes

How can the soaring Pool claims in recent years be

have been revised and call for higher limits per gross ton.

explained? Is the answer primarily increased frequen-

The average ship size involved in any given accident is

cy, severity or increased Pool risk appetite?

larger, pushing the applicable gross ton-based limit of
liability further up. Certain high exposure liabilities – for
instance SCOPIC salvage and wreck removal – may not

Pool claims frequency

be subject to limitation at all.

For the 2006 policy year, 33 Pool claims have been
reported so far. This is a high number, but seen in a 25-

Pool claims are accounted for in US dollars. The current low

year perspective, this is not extreme. The late 1980s

value of the dollar drives the US dollar claims costs as a lot

and early 1990s were worse. In 1990, a staggering 115

of the actual costs incurred are payable in other currencies.

claims reached the Pool. Also, when adjusting for infla-

In addition, salvors, repair yards and other casualty service

tion and changes in Club retention level, the Pool claim

providers are more likely to request being paid in other

frequency for 1989, 1990 and 1991 would still have

currencies because of the weak dollar.

been considerably higher than in recent years. Today,
the frequency is somewhat above the 25-year average.
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The CEFOR P&I Clubs Gard, Skuld and Swedish Club booked
USD 626.8 million for the 2007/2008 policy year.

Pool claims severity

Time is very much money. Claims for time losses arising

Increased pool claims severity is the main factor for

from loss of use of a ship or a berth have soared.

the adverse Pool development in recent years. The
average severity of claims exceeding Club retention

Ship size and speed, coupled with increased environmental

has increased steeply over the years, even when past

sensitivity, give rise to more complex and costly salvage

years are adjusted for inflation.

and wreck removal situations. Heavy groundings of large

2006 stands out with an average gross claim cost of

ships make lightering, re-floating, raising, parbuckling and/

greater than USD 24 million - more than double the

or pull-off operations more difficult. For the biggest ships,

inflation-adjusted average for the whole 25-year

tugs with sufficient pull capacity may not be readily avail-

period. The average severity seems to get worse as

able or bound to offshore towage contracts. Removal of

years go by. Comparing five-year periods substantiates

containerised cargo from a post-Panamax container ship

this trend: the average claim cost for 2002-2006 is 67

either grounded or on fire is a huge challenge – particularly

per cent higher than for 1997-2001 on an inflation-

considering dangerous goods. Large shipwrecks more often

adjusted basis.

require cutting into parts instead of operations allowing
removal in one piece.

Average Total Gross Incurred 1982-2006
5-year comparisons (inflation adjusted)

Furthermore, technological achievements have made
possible what was impossible, like removing oil from the

%

sunken Prestige at more than 3,000 meters of water depth.
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But at enormous cost of course. However, technical possibility drives political intent to eliminate potential environ-

15 000 000

mental hazards. Moreover, such operations must be done
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with minimum risk of environmental damage and often in

5,6

the public spotlight set by the media. This necessarily leads
to extra precautions that cost more.

13,5

The frequency of large oil spills has been reduced, but the
1982-1986

1987-1991

1992-1996

1997-2001

2002-2006

1982-2006

cost per spill has increased as more spills concern heavy
bunker oil. Large container ships carry as much heavy fuel

0
How
can
this increased
severity
2004
2005
2006
be explained?

2007

as a small tanker. Pollution clean-up standards have been
enhanced. Today, ‘clean’ often means much cleaner than 20

Here are some factors:

years ago. Political interest and local pressures may some-

Again – the very buoyant market conditions have

times override technical considerations.

caused price hikes for virtually all claims cost
factors: rates for towage and salvage craft, cargo
values, pollution combat equipment, rates for ship
repair and replacement parts, etc. It has been, and
still is, very much a seller’s market.
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Shipowners and P&I clubs shoulder increased liability
levels and voluntary compensation schemes on top:
• The per gross ton limit of liability for property claims
under 1996 Protocol to the 1976 Limitation Convention are about 2.4 times higher than the 1976 limits
for most ship sizes. As of 1 January 2008, 28 countries had ratified the 1996 scheme whereas 32 are
“pure” 1976 signatories.
• The per gross ton limit of liability of the 1992 Civil
Liability Convention was increased by 50 per cent
from November 2003.
• Since 1999, the P&I Clubs have financed a much
higher proportion of salvage costs through the
SCOPIC regime – at very substantial total cost.
Several cases have cost more than USD 10 million.
Limitation of liability does not apply to claims for
SCOPIC remuneration.
• Some SCOPIC cases continue with wreck removal,
which further drives up the cost. Four Pool claims
have been reported in 2006 that exceed the excess
loss threshold of USD 50 million. All concern
SCOPIC salvage and subsequent wreck removal.
In many cases, limitation rights do not apply to
wreck liabilities, or a special limit fund must be
established.
• To preserve vital features of the CLC/Fund Conventions, tanker owners, supported by their P&I
clubs, signed up to the STOPIA and TOPIA schemes,
whereby certain pollution claim costs that would
have been paid by the oil industry are instead paid
by the Clubs. STOPIA ensures that the P&I Club
will always pay the first USD 30 million or so of all
pollution claims caused by small tankers. The first
STOPIA claim was reported in 2006 and may cost an
additional USD 20 million for the Pool.
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TOPIA provides for a 50/50 sharing of liability in the
Supplementary Fund layer. The maximum exposure under
TOPIA is more than USD 400 million. Hydra – the Club’s
captive reinsurer – retains 25 per cent of the first USD 500
million reinsurance excess of USD 50 million.
Cargo claims exposures have increased – again a reflection
of a hot global economy. High freight rates find their way
into shipped cargo values, which bounces back when there
is loss or damage.
And crew compensation levels are on a steady rise, which
is not an unexpected result given the high demand for
skilled crew.

Summary pool claims
Unfortunately, we do not foresee any short-term changes in
the above factors that would lead to any significant downturn in large claims. Historically, P&I claims have soared
in buoyant market periods and reduced when conditions
deteriorate.
The best way to combat soaring claims costs is to avoid
serious incidents, which calls for the highest operational
standards possible. The main challenge appears to be availability of sufficiently skilled and experienced crew: Why
invest tens of millions of dollars on pristine new ships and
carry sometimes even more valuable cargo for them to be
left in the hands and minds of less than very professional
and experienced officers and crew?

The market development for
the Scandinavian P&I clubs
In this challenging market with increased claims costs and
generally pressure on the technical underwriting results
and a large technical deficit in the market in total, the
Scandinavian clubs are standing out with a performance
well above the market’s average.
For the year ending 20 February 2007, all three clubs
produced technical underwriting results considerably better
than market average. These results coincide with a strong

P&I

market development both for the Scandinavian clubs in total
and the three clubs individually.

The CEFOR P&I Market

The CEFOR P&I clubs Gard, Skuld and Swedish Club booked
USD 626.8 million for the 2007/2008 policy year. P&I premium income for the CEFOR coastal and fishing vessel market
amounted to USD 3.7 million.
Comparing market shares within the International Group of
P&I Clubs, insuring approximately 95 per cent of all ocean
going vessels, the Scandinavian clubs are showing a strong

0,6%
9,5%
Gard
Skuld
Swedish Club
Coastal & Fishing

28,1%
61,9%

development.
From 20 February 2004 to 20 February 2007 the overall market share for the Scandinavian clubs increased from 19.3 per
cent to 22.3 per cent world-wide. At 20 February Gard held a
world-wide market share of 13.5 per cent, Skuld 5.6 per cent
and Swedish Club 3.2 per cent.
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%

Development in Market Shares world wide
for the Scandinavian P&I Clubs
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Summary
The big challenge in the P&I market is the increasing severity
of large claims. We have no indication that this trend will turn,
and the clubs will have to take action accordingly.
However, in this challenging market the Scandinavian clubs
are improving their relative position in the global P&I market.
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LARS RHODIN
SWEDISH CLUB

Transparency in P&I

Transparency is not only a word in
fashion. Transparency in P&I is a
concept here to stay. It is of vital
importance for the industry to understand the liabilities facing the
shipowners today and how they
affect the P&I insurance, let alone
those liabilities coming tomorrow. P&I is somewhat “in transition”. The overall claim frequency
is down whereas severity is up. The unprecedented
number of pool claims in 2006 and 2007 presents a
new landscape. P&I clubs must address the exposure
upfront.

Transparency in legislative development
New legislation extends current liability regimes. The
existence of new and increased liabilities is often discussed. P&I clubs have, however, been less successful
in illustrating the effect of new regimes in terms of
exposure. Traditionally, underwriting in P&I has been
reactive. Premiums have been asked for whenever
liabilities have materialised by way of claims, not
upfront. This approach has to change. The exposure
is present already from the beginning and then at all
times. Solvency requirements and predictability in
premium rating make it essential to rate exposure
immediately. Failure to do so will come at a price. Consistency in pricing and stability will be jeopardised.

P&I clubs should be more “transparent” in
explaining the inflationary phenomenon.
The exposure is different, enhanced and yet very apparent.
Collision liability in terms of RDC cover represents perhaps
the prime example of inflationary drivers; the buoyant freight
market hits back. Reduced yard capacity in combination with
today’s healthy freight levels makes those claims very costly.
Clubs ought to illustrate the exposure to liability inflation in
more detail. Claim inflation is here, it does not run away and it
must be addressed in time.

Transparency in pool claims
At this juncture, pool claims run at unprecedented levels. Nothing indicates that the trend seen in 2006 has abated. 2007 looks
as serious as 2006, if not worse. Pool claims hit randomly. Even
the best operator may face a major casualty. Many times there
is no one to blame, nor is the casualty the result of poor management. Yet they do occur.
Insurance is in place for the unexpected and, in such cases,
to address the consequences.
The overall frequency of pool claims is low but when they hit
they have a severe impact on the shipowners and the clubs.
The mutual system is there to protect and to defray the cost.
Never has the mutual regime been of more benefit than now
or been the subject of such in-depth scrutiny, for that matter,
as it is today. Transparency is required as to how losses are
allocated to underpin the system. We all want fair treatment.

Transparency in pricing
Transparency in liability inflation
Liability inflation is a fact within the current liability
framework. It now runs at a pace of more than five
per cent. As a result, claims today will be five per cent
more expensive in a year’s time, without being added
in numbers. Conversely, an increase in premium at
renewals of less than five per cent should be regarded
as a reduction from the P&I clubs’ point of view.
Inflationary compensation only brings the clubs back
to “square one”. Appreciation in commodity prices,
higher cost of repatriation and higher medical
expenses are but a few reasons driving the inflation.
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Adequate pricing of risk is fundamental to a sustainable P&I
operation. Records are just one component in the assessment;
exposure is equally important.
The mounting financial consequences of maritime casualties
require a comprehensive analysis of the risk is shared and paid
for in the mutual system.
Records, abatement, pool claims and group reinsurance cost
have to be considered in the rating process. The P&I system is
designed to spread the risk and to absorb the liabilities in a most
efficient way financially. Further transparency in this respect is
required to give the shipowners comfort with regard to the value
provided and fairness in pricing. We all want a fair deal.

BIRGIT SØLLING OLSEN
DANISH MARITIME AUTHORIT Y

Turning transparency
into a competitive advantage
In an industry as global as shipping, international regulations are necessary in order to ensure
compliance – especially for those parties looking to shirk responsibility. However, transparency
on the part of companies and flag states helps create an environment in which it pays to voluntarily share operational information.
In her role as IOPC working group
chairperson, Birgit Sølling Olsen has
overseen a great deal of interaction
between oil importers, shipowners, P&I clubs and member states
regarding quality shipping in
relation to the transport of oil at
sea. The actors are welcomed to
present information laying out their
procedures for promoting quality
shipping, and the working group analyses these, asks
questions for more clarification and then may come
forward with recommendations if it reaches a general
consensus in certain areas.
Quality shipping is in the best interest of the industry and
for the great majority of shipping companies as well.
Consistent with this, Sølling Olsen notes a sea of change
in corporate behaviour – and not just in shipping – in
recent years. “We’re living in a world in which business
ethics are more in focus. Companies need to have a viewpoint on such issues as the environment and corporate
responsibility. And now it’s not only a question of how
much money your company earns, but also how it earns
its money,” she says.
While Sølling Olsen stresses that legislation is a vital part of
transparency, one of the most important recent initiatives
for quality shipping – port-, flag-, and coast-state audits
– is currently voluntary. The Voluntary IMO Member State
Audit Scheme (VMSAS) legislation has been championed in
the IMO by the Danish Maritime Authority (DMA) – where
Sølling Olsen sits on the Board of Directors.
The scheme stems from a 2001 proposal Denmark made
to the IMO regarding the development of a “Quality Flag
States” standard. It was then built upon, amended and
finally implemented in the IMO resolutions in December
2005. VSMAS promotes maritime safety and environmental protection by assessing the effectiveness of member
states’ implementation and enforcement of relevant IMO
convention standards, such as SOLAS, MARPOL, etc.

Denmark not only led the drive to implement such audits,
but was the first country to voluntarily submit to one, in
September 2006. The findings and the action plan for the
follow-up on auditor observations were subsequently made
public on the DMA’s website.
“It was important for us to make these public because
we wanted the process to be as transparent as possible
for everyone. We not only hoped to give member states
the possibility to learn from the audit, but also show that
there was nothing to fear from the procedure,” says
Hemming Hindborg. He’s the Head of the Maritime
Education, Training and Manning division for the DMA
and was the contact person at the authority for the audit.
A few other countries have since followed Denmark’s lead.
While all country results are subsequently covered in IMO
summary audit reports, unless a country chooses to go on
the record, reports are made anonymous. While anonymity doesn’t allow for total transparency, the summary audit
reports at least provide a forum for flag states to learn as
much about the scheme as possible. An additional
17 countries, including many of the largest flag states,
have now been audited on a voluntary basis, with 35-40
others waiting for the procedure to be carried out.
Sølling Olsen feels the independent audits provide a needed
outside viewpoint for flag, coast and port states. “Questioning how one does things is a healthy way of finding out if
one is making a conscious choice based on solid results
or merely relying on habit. Dialogue with external auditors can give states the impetus to do things in a different,
improved way,” she says.
Though there is talk in the IMO about making such audits
mandatory in the future – a move that Denmark fully supports – Sølling Olsen also notes benefits in the voluntary
system today. “The audits are seen as quality criteria now.
Industry organisations don’t want to encourage their members to have their ships in states that refuse to be audited.
In this way, it’s become almost self-regulating – everyone
wants to be here, as members of ‘the good club’,” she says.
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“The complications of various compliance regimes with
different sets of regulations should never be an excuse
for lack of transparency.” Richard Close-Smith,		
Executive Director, Willis Marine
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RICHARD CLOSE-SMITH
WILLIS MARINE

The principles
of transparency
Insurance brokers should not find transparency a threatening notion. But one provincial
UK broker was recently overheard asking the obvious question, “Why should I declare my
income if my customers are not complaining?”
have to do,” he said, noting that if you hide from a client how
much you make, it’s probably because you think you’re not
worth it. In Willis, we publish a Client Bill of Rights as part of
our commitment to upholding the highest standards of integrity in our industry; this lists our ten guiding principles, one of
which reads as follows: “At the commencement of every new
engagement and at renewal thereafter, Willis will describe the
service and value it provides and how it is compensated for it.”
In our Terms of Business Agreement we put it more starkly –
“We shall disclose the rate of the commission we will earn
before insurance is purchased.” In 2004, Willis voluntarily
abolished contingent commissions. We were the first global
insurance broker to do so, and it remains our position that
profit- and/or volume-related contingent commission arrangements which steer business towards a particular carrier go
To most buyers of financial services in the 21st century,
it seems totally natural that brokers should be expected
to reveal their commission and/or fees – simply a matter
of good business practice. Nevertheless, there are still
some who see the Financial Services Authority (FSA),
the UK regulator, as guilty of unwarranted interference.
Under the current UK regime, the customer is entitled
to demand disclosure and the intermediary or broker
is then required to give it. However, it is disappointing
that the FSA’s latest position is that mandatory commission disclosure is not currently justified on cost benefit
grounds.
Our Chairman Joe Plumeri, who is passionate about this
issue, was invited to address the FSA Annual Confer-

against Willis’ principle of acting in the client’s best interests.
In our global insurance broking business, we devote time and
effort into ensuring that our staff understand and share our
guiding principles; The FSA has created a regulatory framework but the UK is only one of 74 countries in which Willis
does business, and our clients should be able to expect the
same from us whether we are in Birmingham, Bergen or
Beijing.
This issue will remain a challenge for global brokers,
particularly when one bears in mind that in the USA, each
state has its own different rules-based system; however, the
complications of various compliance regimes with different
sets of regulations should never be an excuse for lack
of transparency.

ence in 2007 and took the opportunity to differentiate
between a system guided by principles and one based
on rules. “A principle is a value you hold that is nonnegotiable while a rule is being told specifically what you
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Coastal and
Fishing Vessels

In 2007, gross premium income amounted to
USD 188.3 million (NOK 1,103 million) compared to
USD 120.3 million (NOK 772.5 million) in 2006.
Hull and hull-related covers amounted to
USD 184.6 million (NOK 1,081.5 million). P&I
amounted to USD 3.7 million (NOK 21.5 million).
Premiums for coastal and fishing vessels are mostly
paid in Nordic currencies.
The sector referred to as the “Coastal and Fishing
Vessel” insurance market includes fishing vessels of
all types and sizes, from small coastal fishing boats to
large industrial trawlers operating worldwide. In addition, the market includes freighters, other coastal vessels and ferries serving Danish, Finnish and Swedish
waters and the Norwegian coast and fjords, offshore
supply vessels, tugs and lighters.

Market conditions
Market conditions have changed little since 2006.
Strong competition in the coastal and fishing vessel
market continues to hold premiums down in most segments, leaving margins insufficient to cope with large
losses. This is especially evident in the supply and
offshore vessel segment where insurance values are
increasing steadily. Several insurers who previously
kept to the ocean hull market are now targeting the
coastal and offshore vessel market.
Competition in the Norwegian fishing vessel segment
is still fierce due to structural changes in the fishing
fleet, including the liberalisation of the fishing licence
scheme. The scheme allows for “merged” fishing
licences shared among several boats, resulting in
fewer but larger fishing vessels and a decreasing
number of fishing vessels every year.
Ship values continue to increase in the coastal vessel
segment, partly due to more sophisticated machinery
and technology on board. As a result, the cost of

claims is increasing and is expected to do so in the years to
come.
Sophisticated technology on board ships puts higher demand
on crew, both on the training side and the ability to operate.
Underwriters note that owners are having an increasingly
difficult job recruiting quality crews. The problem is notable
for owners of large fishing vessels in Norway, where the Norwegian net-salary scheme for offshore supply ships and ships
in foreign trade results in skilled fishermen leaving the trade in
favour of better paid jobs in the offshore supply sector.

Impacts of the Norwegian Ship Safety Act
The Norwegian Ship Safety Act, which entered into force 1
July 2007, represents a new factor in the Norwegian part of
the Nordic coastal and fishing vessel market. The Ship Safety
Act applies to all Norwegian vessels word-wide and foreign
vessels in Norwegian waters. The concept of seaworthiness as
a measure of ship safety, which was a term in the former
Seaworthiness Act, has been abandoned in the new Act in
favour of the concept of safety management derived from
the ISM Code. The new Act names the shipowner as the main
party responsible for the ship and management. This is a
challenge to owners of fishing vessels and small coastal
shipping companies. The Ship Safety Act also represents a
challenge to underwriters, as Section 71 entitles marine insurers to share information which is directly relevant to the safety
of the ships they insure with other insurers, classification
societies, international marine insurance and maritime organisations or Norwegian and foreign maritime authorities.
This is an important instrument against sub-standard ships.

Losses
The largest loss was USD 31.6 million for the Bourbon Dolphin
which capsized off the coast of Shetland during an anchor
handling operation on 12 April 2007 with 15 Norwegian sailors
aboard. Eight sailors drowned and five of those are still missing. The vessel sank three days later during preparations to
tow it ashore.
Another large total loss at USD 8.5 million was the fishing vessel Herøy which grounded and sank off the coast of Norway.
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War risk insurance for fishing boats and
small vessels in Norway
The whaling vessel Willassen Senior was scuttled dockside at its port in North Norway on 30 August. Inspection revealed that several flanges had been removed.
As soon as the news of the sinking was released, a
US-based animal protection organisation claimed that
its activists had sunk the ship. Police investigation and
enquiries made by the insurers did not lead to any evidence that any group actually had sabotaged the ship.
The Willassen Senior had hull insurance according to the
Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan but did not have war
risk insurance. Sabotage is regarded as a war risk according to the Plan and, had the scuttling been deemed
as sabotage, the hull insurance would not cover the
loss. But as no saboteur was found, the hull underwriters covered the loss under the all risk rule (2-8) of the
Plan. According to this rule, the insurer has the burden
of proving that the loss was war risk sabotage.
Norwegian coastal insurers have down through the
years offered war risk insurance to owners of coastal
and fishing boats that are too small to be covered by
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Mutual War Risks Insurance
Association (DNK). The sinking of the Willassen Senior
created new interest for war risk insurance amongst
owners of fishing boats and small vessels.

Most whaling vessels already had war risk insurance, but owners
of other fishing boats and small vessels became increasingly
aware of war risks. Some insurers are therefore including war
risks automatically in marine insurance cover for vessels smaller
than 15 meters.
DNK extended its cover for fishing vessels catch and equipment
insured under sections 4 and 5 in Chapter 17 of the Plan.

CEFOR Coastal and Fishing Vessel Market
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SKULE ADOLFSEN
leif höegh & co.
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SKULE ADOLFSEN
leif höegh & co.

Nothing to hide

Regulators, insurers and class societies may all have a vested interest in pushing for more
transparency, but what’s in it for the shipowner?
For an industry once dominated by family-owned
companies which jealously guarded their privacy, the
idea of volunteering to share sensitive information
with competitors, regulators and the public was never
a popular notion. Indeed, it wasn’t so long ago that
shipowners themselves were not all that interested in
what happened on board their own vessels as long as
the cargo made it to its destination on time. But the
days when ships sailed free of public scrutiny once
they disappeared over the horizon are gone.
According to Senior Vice President Skule Adolfsen,
who manages insurance of both Höegh Autoliners and
Höegh LNG, changes in the industry have created the
need for more transparency. “Communications technologies have allowed shipowners to gather and analyse far more information about their ships at sea,” he
says. “In addition, environmental concerns and high
profile maritime accidents have put shipping companies in the news. The world is getting smaller.”
Adolfsen notes that if a poorly maintained vessel is
involved in a serious accident, the resulting damage to
the industry’s reputation affects all shipowners. “Politicians are subject to intense public pressure to put in
place strict, often poorly considered regulations in
response to marine disasters,” says Adolfsen.
“Responsible shipowners have a large stake in combating sub-standard shipping.” Still, while many
shipowners recognise the value of transparency for the
industry, most have been slow to actively participate.
But that may be changing thanks in part to the willingness of some companies to share experiences.

onboard and eventually caught fire. After salvage efforts
failed, the stricken Ro Ro carrier was declared a total loss.
A couple of months later, Skule Adolfsen gave a presentation
of the disaster during a conference organised by the
Norwegian Hull Club in Bergen and later at Det Norske Veritas
(DNV), outside Oslo. He detailed the cause of the accident, the
salvage operation efforts and how the accident might impact
the local environment. It was one of the first times a
Norwegian shipping company had ever volunteered so much
detailed information on an accident declared a total loss.
“Obviously, the total loss of the HUAL Europe was not our
proudest moment,” says Adolfsen. “But by sharing this
information, we demonstrated our commitment to creating
a safer industry.”
While many shipowners have improved their level of transparency, Adolfsen says the industry still has a long way to go.
“We support the creation of vessel databases which include
accidents and near misses on all vessels and will continue to
work with marine insurers and class societies to combat substandard shipping,” he says. “After all, if you have a quality
operation, you should have nothing to hide.”

On 1 October 2002, the Ro Ro carrier HUAL Europe
was struck by a typhoon and grounded on the Island
Oshima in Tokyo Bay. While the vessel’s 24 seafarers
were rescued, HUAL Europe carried 4,000 vehicles
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Vis iting addr ess: Lysak er t or g 35

Visiting address: Østr e S t r a n d ga t e 3

Assuranceforeningen
Skuld
www.sk u ld.com
Oslo Office

G ard
w w w .ga r d . n o

Industriforsikring AS

PO Box 1376 Vika,

P&I

N - 0240 Oslo, Nor way

N - 0114 Oslo, Nor way

S e r v i c e b ox 6 0 0 ,

Tele p hon e:

+47 22 53 81 00

Telephon e:

+47 22 00 2 2 0 0

N - 4 8 0 9 Are n da l, No rway

Tele fa x :

+47 22 53 26 18

Telefax:

+47 22 42 4 2 2 2

Te l e p h o n e :

+ 4 7 3 7 01 91 00

Vis itin g addr ess: Dr am m en sveien 134

Te l e fa x:

+ 4 7 3 7 02 48 10

Visit in g addr ess: Ru sel økkv ei en 2 6
Berg en Office

V i s i ti n g a d d re ss: K it te ls b uktveie n 31,
NEM I forsikring ASA

PO Box 75, N - 5803 Berg en, N orway

Mar i n e

www.n em iasa.n o

Telephon e:

+47 55 30 1 8 6 0

S k i p s byg g e r h a l l e n , Solheimsgaten 11,

PO Box 1934, N-0125 Oslo, Nor way

Telefax:

+47 55 30 1 8 7 0

N - 5 05 8 Be r g e n , No r way

Telephone:

+47 21 52 67 00.

Te l e p h o n e :

+ 4 7 5 5 17 40 00

Tele fa x :

+47 21 52 67 02

Te l e fa x:

+ 4 7 5 5 17 40 01

Vis itin g addr ess:

V i s i t i n g ad d r e s s : S k i psbyggerhallen,

D ro nni ng Mau ds gat e 10

5 th f l o o r, S o lh e im sg ate n 11

Visit ing addr ess: Nedr e Ol e Bul l s p l a ss 3

The Swedish Club
(Sveriges Ångfartygs Assurans Förening)
www.swedishclu b.com

Osl o O f f ic e ( M a rin e & Ene rg y)

Nordisk Skibsreder -

PO Box 171,

P O Box 1 3 7 4 V ika ,

forening

SE - 401 22 Göt ebor g, Sw ed en

N - 0 11 1 O slo, N o r way

(N o rd i sk Defen ce Clu b)

Teleph on e:

+46 31 63 8 4 0 0

Te l e p h o n e :

+ 4 7 2 4 13 22 00

www.nor disk .no

Telefax:

+46 31 15 6 7 1 1

Te l e f a x :

+ 4 7 2 4 13 22 33

PO Box 3033 Elisenberg,

V i s i ti n g a d d re ss: S t ø p erigata 2

G e r li n g N o r g e A / S

Visit ing addr ess: Gullb ergs S tra nd ga ta 6

N - 0207 Oslo, Nor way
Tele p hon e:

+47 22 13 56 00

Tele fa x :

+47 22 43 00 35

Vis itin g addr ess: Kr ist in elundveien 22

TRYGVesta Forsikring AS
www.t r ygvest a.no
N - 5020 Ber gen, Nor way

Marine H ull

Teleph on e:

+47 55 17 1 0 0 0

H i e r onym u s He ye r d a hls g t.1,

Norwegian H ull Club

Telefax:

+47 55 17 1 3 2 8

N - 0 1 6 0 O slo, No r way

www.n or clu b.no

Coast al an d F ishin g Ve ssel s

Te l e p h o n e :

Be rgen Office

w w w .g e r lin g. co m

Te l e f a x :

+ 4 7 2 3 21 36 50
+ 4 7 2 3 21 36 51

PO Box 75 Sentrum,

V i s i t i n g ad d r e s s : H i e ronymus

N - 5803 Ber gen , Nor way

H e y e rd ah ls g t . 1

Tele p hon e: +47 55 55 95 00
Tele fa x :

+47 55 55 95 22

Vis iting addr ess: Olav Kyr r esgat e 11

Telefax:

+47 55 17 1 3 2 8

Visiting address: Folke Bernadottes vei 50

Den Norske Krigsforsikring
for Skib
www.war r isk .no
PO Box 1464 Vika,
N - 0116 Oslo, Nor way
Telephone:

+47 22 93 68 00

Telefax:

+47 22 33 33 20 (underwriting)
+47 22 93 68 01 (management)

Visit ing addr ess: Rådh usgaten 2 5

43

The Central Union of Marine Underwriters
P.O. Box 2550 Solli, N-0202 Oslo, Norway
Visiting address: Hansteens gt. 2
Phone: + 47 23 08 65 50 Fax: + 47 22 56 10 77
www.cefor.no

